
HAYDEN FIELD
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haydenelizabethfield.com | linkedin.com/in/haydenfield

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Morning Brew, New York, NY August 2020 – Present
Senior Reporter, Emerging Tech

● Report and write pieces on emerging tech, ranging from breaking news and concise analysis to
longform features and investigative pieces

● Launch the company's first longform features initiative and build out the AI beat, focusing especially
on Big Tech, ethics and investigative work

● Conduct live, on-camera interviews for events and panel discussions

Protocol, New York, NY March 2020 – April 2020
Reporter

● Reported and wrote pieces on technology — focusing on AI, the business of tech, the industry’s
shifting power dynamics and investigative reporting — for the new tech publication from the
publisher of POLITICO

● Developed relationships with industry sources for tips and exclusives
● Wrote and reported for Source Code, Protocol’s weekday newsletter and podcast

Entrepreneur Magazine, New York, NY April 2018 – March 2020
Associate Editor

● Reported on tech and business for Entrepreneur.com and print magazine
● Appeared in weekly news videos, produced a signature video series, hosted regular episodes of

How Success Happens podcast, and discussed reporting on Yahoo! Finance
● Moderated panels and conducted live audience Q&As at Advertising Week, TAP and other

conferences, including a panel at SXSW 2019
● One of 17 journalists chosen nationwide for CES 2020 Media Trailblazers program

Various Publications, New York, NY Nov. 2014 – Present
Freelance Journalist

● Write freelance features for WIRED UK, MIT Technology Review, Fortune, ELLE, the AJC and others

The National Press Foundation, Washington, D.C. Oct. 2018
Artificial Intelligence Reporting Fellow

● Chosen for the National Press Foundation's intensive AI fellowship along with 19 other journalists
● Interviewed experts on AI’s potential impact on the economy and labor market, coming regulation,

bias and ethical considerations and implications for healthcare (plus visits to NASA and DARPA)

Jean Chatzky (Financial Editor, TODAY Show), New York, NY               Feb. 2016 – March 2018
Lead Reporter

● Reported and wrote multiple articles per week covering business, tech, national news and personal
finance (featured in NBC News, Forbes, TODAY.com, The Balance, BuzzFeed, etc.)

● Wrote weekly newsletter on business and money for more than 20,000 subscribers
● Assist with production on HerMoney podcast and appear in recurring segment

The Daily Meal, New York, NY Sept. 2015 – Feb. 2016
Travel Editor

● Wrote news and feature articles and edited stories from a team of over 20 freelance writers

EDUCATION

The University of Georgia Honors Program, Athens, GA                                                May 2015
Bachelor of Arts in Magazine Journalism, summa cum laude
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